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Psychiatric Nursing Department 

Model answer Quiz no 1(B) of Professional Ethics        
&Legislation1st year  (First semester) 

Date: 18/12/2021                                                              Time: 10 minutes 
for each question ) half -onemarks 7.5:  ( Multiple choice questions:Part I,  

 

   Which principle of ethics demands that human being should revere 

life and accept death? 

a. Goodness and rightness. 

b. Justice or fairness.  

c. The value of life. 

d. Truth-telling or honesty. 

 

 What should the nurse do when planning nursing care for a client 

with a different cultural background? The nurse should: 

a. Allow the family to provide care during the hospital stay. So no 

rituals or customs are broken. 

b. Identify how these cultural variables affect the health problem. 

c. Speak slowly and show pictures to make sure the client always 

understands. 

d. Explain how the client must adapt to hospital routines to be 

effectively cared for while in the hospital. 

  Which of the following  based on a moral or ethical principle.? 

a. Ethical rights.  

b. Option rights  

c. Welfare Rights  

Legal and ethical issues surround the------------------- 

a. Change laws 

b. Right to choose how one will live while dying 
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c. Identifying, analyzing, and resolving ethical issues in clinical 

practice. 

d. Exploration of what is right or wrong          

  

Is the requirements of individual during his life and should be 

protected. This statement is meaning of: 

a. Responsibility 

b. Duty 

c. Rights 

d. Ethic of caring 

 

Read the following statements and put a circle around the letter (T) if  -I:IPart 

marks 7.5(the statement is right and around (F) if the statement is wrong:  

for each question ) half -one 

The term of ethics refer to the study of ideals of right and wrong behavior 

B                A  

When faced with a difficult ethical dilemma, we don't need ethical 

decision making ability for resolving it.            

BA                    

Autonomy means that the patients are able to make independent 

decisions.        

B                A  

Human rights are local and divisible rights  possessed by all people, by 

virtue of their common humanity. 

 BA                  

  

Duty is generally linked to something prescribed or contractual 

responsibility.  
 

A                 B 

                                                 The End 

Good Luck 
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                                                                                   Prof. Nadia Ebraheem 

                                                                                                                                                    

 


